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ABSTRACT
N-gram language models are frequently used by the speech
recognition systems to constrain and guide the search. N-gram
models use only the last N-1 words to predict the next word.
Typical values of N that are used range from 2-4. N-gram
language models thus lack the long-term context information. We
show that the predictive power of the N-gram language models
can be improved by using long-term context information about the
topic of discussion. We use information retrieval techniques to
generalize the available context information for topic-dependent
language modeling. We demonstrate the effectiveness of this
technique by performing experiments on the Wall Street Journal
text corpus, which is a relatively difficult task for topic-dependent
language modeling since the text is relatively homogeneous. The
proposed method can reduce the perplexity of the baseline
language model by 37%, indicating the predictive power of the
topic-dependent language model.

1. INTRODUCTION
Speech recognition systems use language model to predict the
words with associated probabilities given the history. In other
words, if h represents the history i.e. word sequence up to present,
language model is responsible for generating P( w / h ) for all
words w in the vocabulary.
N-gram language models [6][7] are widely used by speech
recognition systems, particularly in the large vocabulary speech
transcription task [3][5][12]. N-gram language models make the
simplifying assumption that the probability of the next word
depends
only
upon
the
last
N-1
words
i.e.
P ( w / h ) ≈ P ( w / w1 w2 ..wN −1 ) . Smoothed N-gram language
models[4][8][9][13] are robust and can be automatically trained
from a large text corpus. However, number of parameters in a Ngram language model increases dramatically with increasing N.
This results in an increase in the size of the model, the data
required to train it and the number of states the search algorithm
must maintain while using the language model in search process.
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Therefore, values of N, which are typically, used range from 2-4.
This results in the loss of long-term context information.
Topic of discussion is one of the important components of the
long-term context information that often gets lost when using a
short history window. Topic of discussion is a dynamic concept. It
can change over time within the same document and new topics of
discussion can also get created with new developments. Such
topic or style information plays a critical role in improving the
quality of the static N-gram language model. For example, the
prediction of whether the word following the phrase “the
operating” is “system” or “table” can be improved substantially by
knowing whether the topic of discussion is related to computing or
medicine.
There are several approaches, which help in incorporating longterm context information in the language model. Trigger language
model in [17] uses trigger pairs derived using mutual information
criterion. Trigger pair statistics is combined with N-gram statistics
using Maximum Entropy framework. Trigger pairs provide longdistance information since the triggering and the triggered word
can be separated by several words. Cache language models [11]
boost the probability of a word or class seen in a long-term
window over the history. Cache language models are similar to the
trigger models with only self-triggers i.e. triggering and the
triggered word in each trigger pair is identical. Cache models
using the distance information to cause exponential decay in the
probability of the same word being seen again are described in [2].
Long distance N-grams try to predict the next word based on N-1
words, which are not adjacent but are instead some distance back.
[5] measured the information contained in distant bigrams. [16]
combines distance-2 bigrams with standard bigrams and trigrams
using maximum entropy. Tree-based language model in [1] is
another approach to use longer context while limiting the number
of parameters.
Domain or topic-clustered language models [10][15] split the
language model training data according to topic. Division of the
training data may be done using the known category information
or using automatic clustering. In addition a given segment of the
data may be assigned to multiple topics. A topic-dependent
language model is then built from each cluster of the training data.
Topic language models are then combined using adaptive linear
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interpolation or other methods such as maximum entropy
techniques.
Our approach to topic-dependent language models avoids any predefined clustering or segmentation of the training data. The reason
for this is that the best clustering may only become apparent when
the current topic of discussion is revealed. For example, when the
topic of discussion is hand-injury to baseball player, the presegmented clusters of topic “baseball” & “hand-injuries” may
have to be combined. This would lead to a union of the 2 clusters
whereas the ideal dataset is obtained by the intersection of these
clusters. In general, various combinations of topics can lead to a
combinatorial explosion in the number of compound topics and it
appears to be a difficult task to anticipate all the needed
combinations beforehand.
We, therefore, base our determination of the most suitable
language model data to build a model from, on the particular
history of a given document. We use the known history of the
document as a query against the entire language model training
database of documents. Using well-known information retrieval
techniques [14], we rank the documents in the database by
relevance to the query. We then select the most relevant
documents as the adaptation set for the topic-independent
language model and adapt the topic-independent language model
using this adaptation data. The process can be repeated as the
document is updated. We demonstrate that the perplexity of the
adaptive language model can be reduced by 37% in comparison to
the baseline trigram language model, even for the relatively
homogenous Wall Street Journal corpus.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we
outline the basic architecture used in dynamic language modeling,
in section 3, we provide detailed information on the steps involved
and on some variations on the basic algorithm of section 2. In
section 4, we discuss the perplexity results of the experiments we
conducted on the Wall Street Journal text corpus. Finally, in
section 5, we discuss our conclusions.

2. DYNAMIC LANGUAGE MODEL
ARCHITECTURE

2.1 Locating Similar Documents
We use the well-known information retrieval measure called tf-idf
to locate similar documents in the training database to the history
of the current document. Tf-idf measure is based upon vector
space model of document representation. Each document and the
query is represented by a vector. Each element of the vector
corresponds to a word (or a term) in the vocabulary. So if V is the
size of the vocabulary of terms then a vector [ wi1 , wi 2 ,..., wiV ]
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All the documents in the language model training database are
then ranked by the decreasing similarity between the document
and the query. Query consists of the history of the current
document.

2.2 Using Similar Documents
There are two major steps in building the dynamic language
model. The first step involves using the available document
history to retrieve similar documents from the database. The
second step consists of using the similar document set retrieved in
the first step to adapt the general or topic-independent language
model.
Available document history depends upon the design and the
requirements of the recognition system. If the recognition system
is designed for live mode application, where the recognition
results must be presented to the user with a small delay, the
available document history will be the partially user corrected
history of the document thus far. On the other hand, in a
recognition system designed for batch operation, the amount of
time taken by the system to recognize speech is of little
consequence to the user. In the batch mode therefore, a multi-pass
recognition system can be used and the document history will be
the recognizer transcript produced in the current pass.

From the ranked list of similar documents, the most similar
documents are selected as the adaptation set for the topic-adaptive
language model. The selection criteria are based upon the number
of documents to be selected or the value of the similarity measure.
We then built a dynamic topic trigram language model from the
set of selected similar documents and combined it with the topicindependent trigram language model and other language models,
such as, cache language model and domain-specific language
models, using adaptive linear interpolation.
Linear combination of language models can be represented
as: Pcombined ( w / h )

= ∑ λi Pi ( w / h ) where ∑ λi = 1 .
i

interpolation coefficients

The

i

λi are obtained by using EM algorithm

to maximize the likelihood of the history of the current document.
Although, the document history has been used to generate one of

the language models, i.e. the dynamic topic language model, the
history has been used indirectly and sufficiently generalized by
using information retrieval that we did not feel it necessary to
employ deleted interpolation. Particularly, since the process is
quite time-consuming even without the added cost of deleted
interpolation.

3. IMPROVEMENTS AND
OBSERVATIONS
3.1 Multiple Dynamic Topic Language Models
While selecting the most similar documents for building the
dynamic topic language model from the ranked list of similar
documents, we face the question of how many of the similar
documents to select. We want the dynamic topic language model
to be as specific as possible to the topic at hand which indicates
that we should select only a few most similar documents at the top
of the list. At the same time, we want the dynamic topic language
model to be as robust as possible. Selecting a larger number of
similar documents increases robustness to the errors in the
similarity ranking and also increases robustness of the estimation
process since more data is available. Thus, there is a trade-off
between specificity and the robustness of the dynamic topic
language model. We worked around this trade-off by building
multiple dynamic topic language models with overlapping and
increasing number of similar documents and using all these
dynamic language models during linear interpolation. In section 4,
we present results using 4 dynamic topic language models built
with top 50, 100, 200 and 400 similar documents. Another
alternative would be to weight the data based upon the rank or
similarity measure when building the language model.

3.2 Improving Information Retrieval
Since the information retrieval step is a key step in building the
dynamic topic language model, any improvement in the
performance of information retrieval is likely to improve the
resulting language model. We, therefore, experimented with some
methods to improve the information retrieval step.

3.2.1 Stemming
In information retrieval the technique of stemming is commonly
used [14]. In stemming, various derivative forms of a word are
converted to a root form of the word or stem. Root forms are then
used as the terms that constitute the vocabulary for the purposes of
information retrieval. The reason for this is the belief that the
different derivatives of the root form do not change the meaning of
the word substantially and the similarity measure based on word
stems would be more effective by ignoring differences in
derivative forms. Our experiments found that dynamic language
models benefited from the use of word base forms during
information retrieval.

3.2.2 Stopwords

Stopwords are common words that are omitted from the
vocabulary for information retrieval. This is done since it is
believed that the common words like “of”, “an”, “the” do not
convey any information about the meaning of the document. On a
small subset, our experiments did not show any improvement with
the stopwords and we did not use stopwords in further
experiments. This might be due to the fact that some of the
stopwords might be somewhat useful for locating documents with
the same style, which would be beneficial when building language
models.

3.2.3 Query Expansion
Query expansion process [18] tries to improve the query through
either local or global analysis. We attempted using a simple local
query expansion where we added the contents of the top 5
documents retrieved by the query to the query and re-ran the query
on the training database. On a small subset, our experiments did
not show any significant improvement and considering the added
expense, we did not use query expansion in further experiments.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We performed experiments on the Wall Street Journal text corpus
used in [17] to test our ideas. This text corpus contains Wall Street
Journal articles from the period of 1987 to 1989. We used the
non-verbalized punctuation format and used the standard
normalized form of the text data that is included in the corpus. The
training set contains approximately 38 million words. We used a
vocabulary of 60,000 words which was derived from the training
set based on unigram counts. Our test set consisted of a subset of
100 articles containing approximately 55,000 words from the test
set defined in [17]. Article boundaries for both the training and the
test set are known and were used in our experiments.
The baseline language model was a trigram language model with
bigram and trigram count cutoffs of 10. We used a uniform
distance cache with a window size of 500 words. In addition, we
used static trigram domain models, trained automatically by
clustering the training data into a required number of clusters
using unigram perplexity as the distance measure, as described in
[10]. “Static 10” and “Static 20” entries in Table 1 refer to 10 and
20 trigram language models obtained by using this method.
In order to build the dynamic topic language models, for each
article in the test set, we assumed that the first 100 words of the
article are known. We then used this known history of the article
as a query to perform information retrieval against the training set
of articles and built 4 dynamic trigram topic language models
using the top 50, 100, 200 and 400 most similar articles in the
training set. “Dynamic 4” entry in Table 1 refers to this set of 4
language models. “Dynamic 1” entry in Table 1 refers to a single
dynamic trigram topic language model built using the top 100
most similar documents (i.e. just the second of the 4 dynamic
language models). We also used the known 100-word history to
estimate the linear interpolation coefficients of the various
language models using the EM algorithm. We then used the
remaining words in the article in the perplexity calculations. Out
of vocabulary words are excluded from the perplexity
computations.

Table 1 shows the effect on perplexity of various model
combinations. First column of the table contains the row number,
the second contains the language model components used, the
third column contains the perplexity number and the fourth
column shows the percentage reduction in perplexity from the
baseline.
Table 1: Perplexity of various language model combinations
Row

Language Models

PP

% Reduction

1

Baseline

167.5

-

2

(1) + Cache

142.5

14.9

3

(2) + Static 10

120.7

28.0

4

(2) + Static 20

120.4

28.1

5

(2) + Dynamic 1

113.4

32.3

6

(2) + Dynamic 4

108.5

35.2

7

(2) + Dynamic 4 + Stemming

107.2

36.0

8

(2) + Dynamic 4 + Static 10 + 104.5
Stemming

37.6

Rows 3 and 4 show that increasing the number of static domain
language models from 10 to 20 results in only a slight decrease in
perplexity. This indicates that the effectiveness of static domain
models in this experiment has reached a saturation point and
cannot be improved by simply increasing the number of static
domain models. Row 5 shows that a single dynamic topic
language model is able to improve upon this and a combination of
4 dynamic topic language models gives a further improvement.
Row 7 shows that use of stemming as described in section 3.2
improves the perplexity slightly. Row 8 shows that adding static
domain models to dynamic models also improves the perplexity.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We have outlined a new way of building a customized language
model for any document using information retrieval methods. We
have shown that dynamic topic language models generated using
this technique are effective in reducing perplexity by performing
experiments. Our experiments have shown that the dynamic topic
language model can be combined with other language models
though linear interpolation to produce even further reduction in
perplexity. The proposed method can be readily used for
improving speech transcription applications or conversational
applications, where dynamically constructed trigram language
models for the correct domain often make a noticeable
performance difference.
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